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The OrganizatiOnal Differentiation of Students in Schools

' 1. INTRODUCTION

4

The deliberat e' ass ignment of students to groups, generally grades

and classrooms, is an 'integral part Of-educatiOn in schOols;,in addition,

tracks, streams,tanl ability groups are created in many. educational 4

systems. The resulting partitioning of students is'refertedto here" as /

1

the organizational differentiation of students.' The purpose of. this

paper is to analyzesthe consequences of variousiarms of organizational '

.

ot.

differentiation in regard to opportunities and achievements of students.

The topic of this paper has received some attention by'researciters.

Socio Ogissts_ in:particulariv:lye been concerned about 'the. effects

of various forms of organizational differentiation of students

on equality of opportunity; that is, whether certain patterns of

differentiation reinforce or weaken the well established association

between social origins and educational outcomes. Educational researchers

have tended to concentrate on the impact of grouping practices on learning,

and on student outcomes, such an self -eateem. The research interest st

least partly reflects a considerable public interest in the opie most,

recen in Western Europe, viler. changes or proposals for ciange in

patterns aLoudnizational differentiatiori have generated much controversy.

(If

The public interest is easy to understand:` The organizational differ -.

. entiation of students structures educatioial opportunities, and educational.

opportunities:in society.opportunities seructure social and economic

Bence the organizitional differentiation of students become structures

for thpreservatiOn of removal of inequalitiess'

v

)
I .
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This paper does not attemprto ,review the research on the topiC, since.

the riterature is noncumulative and filled with inconclusive And inconsis-
.

.

ten findings. Reading the ligrature, it is easy to lose enthusiasm for .

the topic: It.is apparently mUch easier to invent Stories about possible

.

f cts than it is to establish these effect's: This is: particularly true

o the researeb conducted in American schobls on ability grouping. One

is tempted to conclude that there is perhaps not very much there, as one

i= tempted to draw the same conclusion regarding the effect of between
4

pool differences in e cational resources. But as with betWeen school

ifferences, the lack of consistent findings on the effects of organizational

ifferentiation may be due to inadequate conceptualizations of the

processes that create observed outcomes, rather, than to the lack of a true

relationship.

The organizational differentiation of students is a potentially

important policy variable. Patterns o groupings are deliberately

designed by school authorities to achieve administrative ends, to obtain

certain pedagogical results, and perhaps also to satisfy groups of parents
I

and other influentials, as well as tradition. Hence, if inadequate'

conceptualizatioh is 'responsible for inconclusive-research, we Tight

miss an important opportunity to create better schools. For this reason,

.

this paper concentrates primarily on conceptual issues, to determine the

mechanisms that produce the effects Of organizational differentiation on
.

opportunities and performancei of students, and to identify the
4'

yaciables'that capture the salient aspects of the organizational

I(.
idifferentliation.of student.!

Conceptualization Implies certain methodological principles, as

the identification of mechanisms/ and variables tells what' to look for

9
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and how.' These principles result in decisions about the specification

of'functional forms and how to establish relations among variables.. The

formulation -of these AnOodological implications forms the, second, main

objective of this paper.

The focus is on the differentiation of students in primary-and

secondary schools. The most differentiated of all parts of the educational
4

system -- higher education - -is not analyzed here, since it raises a very

different set of questions. But the imistence of"highir educatiofi is in

many ways crucial for the differentiation of students that takes place

in4ower levels of education. To say organizational differentiation

structures the ducational opportunities of students usually refers to

opportunities for gaining access to higher education. It is the existence

of higher education that gives organizational differentiation its signi-

ficance for individual attainment; and however unfortunate it may seem

from a pedagogical point of view, it is the preparation for higher education

that justifies much diffeientiation.of learnin ;, witb respect both to amount

and content..
.

It is natural in an American context to focus on organizational db-
.-. , % ,

ferentiation within schools: Until recently; the comprehensive high
- .

schwa reflected a'unigure American institution. But 'some of the most

.,,
dramatic forma of organizational differentiation involve the asstgnment

to
.

.,
.

.
- ,of, children t different school buildings, according to their assumed

* _

. . .

abilities and aspirations.. This is the, traditional European mode of '

. .

organizational differentiation.' The analysis of kith these forms'of-

organizational differentiation implies a comparative peripective which

01,

might .reveal important potential variation in-dimensions of organizational.

differentiation. Whether organizational diffetentiatioly takes place within
-

or between pfiisical buildings should not affect` our conception of the

. .. .
. 7 , ,

%
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phenomenon. Some of the most concluiive research on She consequent'es of

orianizatiopa iiterentiation-comes from outside the U.S.., particularly

41
'frail Britain.

k- The most important forms of organizational differentiation-are

surveyed in the following section. Next, an attempt is msde.to identify

the. most ekgnialbant concepta charactenizing-grouping systems. The

conceptual framework is in turn used to analyze the impact oforganizational

.differentiation bn learning and aocialIzation, and on equality of opportunity.
a

Finally, methodological implications of the enalysis are preiented.

4
yl.

2. MODES OF ORGANIZATIONAL DIFFERENT/Anal

At the most elementary level, the organizational differentiation of

students is a way of obtaining benefits ftom a division of'labor, The- :

societal division of labor produces teachers who = pecialize in instruc-

tional and custodial activities. Group ructio

have fewer teachers than studen time

makers' it Possible-to

lod. Although completely

individualized instruction would still'produce betefits from creating

specialists ilh.the activity of teeching, and,considering the erage life

ofs teacher is 'several times the typical schooling time of youngsters,

. ,

' the benefits fro% the societal division of labor are still several tines
L. ,

II

increased by ass ring, a number of students to a teacher in each time
,.

..... ------__,_ _.' - .,

. -

period. The number f.students assigned customarily ranges. from
-.,.

. .

20to 40, which seem to reflect a c pnomise between maximizing the gain .4(from having specialized teachers, and ilnimizing,costs.in94 form of
tb

notse and lack of indMdu ed attention: The number of students in. . , . .

an. instructional group ii rarely below-10, and only the well disciplined
, t . . .

-=students of higher education are instructed in very_latge groups:

;
s

, AD *----
. .

-4(0
. P

4
1
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The forma tion of groups for instruc4onsl purposes takes a.plePiora

of forms ,' and no aspgct of the organizittoaal differentiation of students

N
can be said to be truly universal. Classrooms defined as groups of

students shating,a physidal location and one teacher over a time period_

.are.Of course a basiC Unit in.most systems, but classrpom boundaries are

t .

diffuse in open schools, or at least are.intended/o_be. Pty lther, classrooms

/
are often subdivided by .teachers for instructional-purposes.. Such dub-

divisions, fcr example, according to ability, may be highly relevant for

the opportunities. and learning of students, and should not be ignored

in in -analysis of the consequences of the Organizational differentiation
I.

of students. setween classroom groupings are, however, the most-often

.

discussed featUre of the organized differentiation or students, and

may be argued to usually hive more. dramatic effects becabse beilieen
- x

classroom ,groupings involve different teachers, and the physical and

.-.

temporal boundaries of the classroom mare.- e importait for social interaction

processes and the social envitonme
./
nts Oudeits are exposed to.1 I con-

. .

1 .

centrate on between classroom'groupings:in this sirvey,of groupings.
i

1

.

Learning Is a cumulative process wherelwhat is leaned in one

'1 .

period may be -important for 'what can bel learned in later periods.'

ff

Schools reflect this almouniversallyi by grouping clipastoomr in
,* . 0.

-grade levels, using a year as the unit.. The criteria used reflect
4

the seniority of students in the system, and since intake is usually

kept age-hOmogenous, the main qualific/kion for access to a grade level

becomes age in comprehensive systems. 'in noncomprebensive systems, such
. 4c

as the traditional European systems Zisecondary educariofi, access to

higher grade leve.la.depends on academie achievement. This was the

rase even in primary schools in Victorian Britain, where grade

9
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progression 1488 determined exclusively by academic, achievement, and grade

levels consequently were age heterogeneous and achieveme4 homogeneous. 'In

fact, teachers were paid according to the number of students they made able

to pass from one grade level ("standard") to the next (Dent, 1949).
-$N.

The fairly typical pattern of "nongrading" in primary schools, refers

not to the absence of grade levels but. to 'within classroom differentiation.

of students accordlig to achievement levels in specific subjects (usually

reading and math). The phenomenon of "multigrading" refers to the

---,<I formation of instructional groups across grade levels, usually in combine-
-

don with attempts to implement team teaching and °Rev school concepts.

Ttie 'over rime stability of, ins trot tional groups across, grade levels

is of importance for the analysis of the consequences of groupings. The

typicll American pattern is to have teachers assigned to grade levels

tga..immemently also to.recondtitute c, /masrooms at each grade level.' .
4

.

However, within a grade level ,the much used pattern of_ the "selfcontained"
.

classroom results in a single teacher handling almost alt topics,. The
:

id
.

entification with a Single classroom at a, given grade level is less

,

. ..
,

.

.

,pronouncedtat the high school level, wheke departmentalized teaching is -

the rode, Stable,groupings of students acrosS grade levels in both

primary and secondary schools are found frequently Outside the U.S., and,
a

are often combined with the assignment of a teacher (ore set of teachers

' JP .' i

at higher grades) to a Class of students across grades.

Although there are a number of specific grouping patterns (see Rubin,
.

...

1977), most can be reduced to two pain forms: the differentiation of 1.

t
classroom according to curriculum, and differentiation according to assumed

capacity to learn. Differentiation accordiAl to curriculum is often
A 4 A

, 1 0
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accompanied by the definition of linkages between classes so that clusters

of classes define a pfogram or track. Track sy6tems generally result in,

groupings that are also ability groupings. 'However, the comprehensive

American high schools psually claim that the assignment to tracks is a

question of student interests, and educational and vocational plans.'

Asiignment of students to ability groUPs Is seen as an instructional

device with ponelective assignment, particularly when such groupinga are,

done at the primary level.
4

The comprehensive school, with its Professed elective assignment to

classrooms defined by curricula was abunique American institution until

the i9606, in sharp contrast to the highly aelective European systems of

,

secondary education. ,,,these latter systems, whether the British Grammar

.
school, the Germs and Scandinavian CymnasiUm, or the French Lycee,

;

have their roots in medieval church schools preparing for church universities.

As institueins of formal educalpn they precede primsry.scheols, not a

universal institution before the nineteenth century. #s church universities

became state universities.theae schools serO4 as channels of recruitment

for clergy and loyal sdministratore serving the'ruler. It appears that

until the nineteenth century, these schools were important'as chanriela of

sponsored upward mobility. "nth the growth'of profesaions, they

became rather exclustively the dominant schools of the aocietal elite.

The nineteenth century first saw the emergence of primary schools for the

lower classes and later the.emergence.of another secondary school system

(Often private) feethe childfen of.the,new middle classes in deed of

relevant teChniCal and business instructison,- The basis for.the.resulting

sys em of education in social 'structure is explicit:.

ft

.'11

ft
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First grade schools(i.e.lOgrammar and "publdc".schoole) !Were
used bylmen with,corisi4erable incomes independent of their own
essitionoland] the great body of professional Men, eSpeC641.1y.
the clergy, medical men and lawyers (w6o) have nothing to
to but education to keep their sons on a highsocial
schools of the second gradeS were for the army, all but the highe

( branches of the medical and legal professions,civil engineering
(and others.) .who view °to some form of commercial or tndustrial
life.. (Banks, 1955 ;Noting British school commiseknsitom 1868 and
1895). -

These systems ware.administratively integrated inn Britain and in other
, .

countries around the turn of the century.4-At-those- 1.1* selec.ted

1

.- ,
. .

.

foeither secondary system began seeking .more educatiOn, a third f
, ..- .. .- . .

branch was instituted. The result was a tripartite ayStem of secondary
.

education still dominant,in Europe, with different schools for different

branches, with different schooilleaving ages,-and with aeleitiow for

, .the different branches around nee 10 to'12. A comprehensiVe system was

,"-'
. pioneered in Sweden in 1962, and .later introduced- in England.

The, European system. CombipeS selextioh for ability.wih curriculum

differences, generally resulting. In access to highireducetion being

permitted only for those whd are admitted totheaoidemic branch of
. .

. -

secondary education. The American pattern clearly is very different.
r";

The idea of the cOimmon.school,'es opposed to, the school for common people,

'which motiviiied the introduction of primary schools in Europe, goes

ack to colonial times(Creitin, 1951).--T6e progrea.e(ve idea in education.

.

1 4

further made American schools.into.a sisters of mass education -dp to the

university level. Asa result theie is no selection into'secondary sOhOS1

,
except the eiistesce'of ir few elite schoolst;modeled.on the European syatem).

. . . .,s

Ability grouping at lower levels of education therefore lacks' the clear
. n

Career consequences associated, for, example, via streaming in British
.

primary, as the prepaiationfor the 11+ examined& that determinei

. t
.

.

.

i

):
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access to aeaindiry sohoola:

4

".1

On the surface it would seem that American schools ar se not well Bated

aettingt for the study of the negative consequences Of the organizational

differentiation of students that so ofteb are looked for. And, in fact acme

of the pat unambiguous findings of the effects -of differentiation will he
.

found-inatudiea of European schools. "But ability grouping and tracking

exiato.amd 'the conventional system of tracking often hints'at the

-tripartitediviaion of aelectiVe secondary systems: college, vocational,

and general tracks ate the common possibilities.

A' (

. Ofoupinga according to criteria other thad edicatidnal seniority,
.

.

. , .

ability/achievement, and curriculum may be important: Sex and race

4
are the moat significant poaaibilitiea. Rovever, t$ dffecta of sexual

segregation are surprisingly unresearched,Anckthe consequences of racial

_aegregation within - schools is a topic beyond ihelacofe of this paper;

hopefully, some of ale ideas that follow stay be relevantor research.

-

BAS /C CONCEPTS

JO'
4

.

'lhereare three,concerna `that have dominated research on the

,
O orgahliational differentiation of students: (1) the impact ofpatterns gg*
. .

4. 4 .-:. ...

92f- organizational differentiation for equality of Opportunity; (2) the
C

"I.
.consequences ofiapecificutodes of organizational differentiation,

. ,

particularly ability grouping, for academiC achievement; and (3) the,
f . 1` ....-..'.. .

consequences of grouping for outcomeq other than achievement, ouch as

selfesteem,,attitudea toward learning,- etc.. It is convenient to

r
organize the diacuadion in -terma of these outcomes; though of course

consequeneea'-of the organizational differentiation in one area are

. . . t
..1

I .

0

A.

13

.

R
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.

relevant for outcomes in other areas, _as attitudes are rele nt for learning, .

. .,:..
,

4 .

and differential learning relevant for equality of opportunity. The

?' 4 Zo

relevant 4i e nsions and mechanisms of the orginizatIonal differentiation . .

for the various outcomes are idiMatified in this section, followed by the

. . .

substantive analysis in s coons 4 and S. 1

For.theAfposes of t e desired analysis 'it is fruitful to conceive

of the organizational differentiation of students in three ways: (1) as,an

educational structure defined by flow and*cnrriculum relations among
.

instructional groups; (2)' asla differentiation of learning and

socialization environments; 'and (3) as .a set of signals about the

competencies, interests, and futures of students. These are comple-.
. .

. '
. mentary perspectives. In the first perspective we focus on the career

. .

trajectories defined by a system of organizationardiiferentiation.and
, q.

. ,

the creation'of these trajectories'by the assignment of students to
.

.
.. _

'groups. I,n'the second perspective :we focus on what' goes on lithin

instructional grodps in terms of .the opportunities for learning they

provide,and the social environments they create. In the third per-
: ..-

spective.we focus on the expectations concerning cOmpetencies,and

futures created by grouping systems. These perSpectives. are also interdependent,

The system. of inequality aad the career trajectories defined by their lr--

organizational differentpiticin of students will affect the opportunities

and environments l';?`.10arning because of
.*
differential allocation of

instructional resource and of students 'to groups, and because of

the signals provided by groups. The student outcomes produced by

groupings will affect the movement of students in the career

trajectories define0 in the system. ,Even when no differential

learning is 'produced by groupings the signals created by the

14
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.

assignments may be relevant for the careers-of students as they a ?fect

futute ftssigreents.
. ,

Organizational Differentiation As a Structure of Educational Systems

The organizational differentiation of students governs studeht

educational attainments by defining a set of career trajectovies in the

educational system. The differentiation of studentsfurther governs

student academic Performances and student socialization by exposing

1

studelAs to different curricula, and to different learning add socializa

tion enviionmen i instructional groups. The' distribution of attain-.

ments, performance, and conpetencies that results from the educationels,
OP

-process thus reflects the structure of educational.systems.eadetermined

by the organizational differentiation of students. The purpose here 1.13
.. .'

. . ..

to specify a concept of edhcationafstructure and use it to identify

certain key variables and processes:

Thestsriing point forthe endeavor is a melon of 'structure as a

set of relations defined otypairs of entities or, elements of a set

instructional groups. Classrooms may for many purposes be considered

the basic entities, but in some situations it is, appropriate. to consider

within classroom groupings such as-ability groups in pirticular subject

matters. A minimal requirement of the instructional groups thatjare the

.basic elements of the structure is that theyhave some permanency in time--
.

a. scht;o1 Oar. in most insttinces, \

-

The' instructional grOups may be conceived as,,forming.nodes in a

network,with arcs representing relations among the groups. Alternatively,

one may use adjaCency matrices of such networks, with rows, and Colui61)

15
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`...er

corresponding to the insti iional groups,,and cell entries reflecting

-Ar

the relations between,gr ps. The latter representation is used.bere:-
, .- o-I. - ,,

,., There are a number of relations that could be' defined among instructional
. ,. .. .. g

groups, but foran analysis of the impact of organizational differentiation

on student opportunities and achievements the most relevant appear to be

A

.
i

used to define career trajedtorips'a an educational system. Somewhat
- ,

:

,
4.

(1) curriculum relations and (2) flow relations.. Curriculum relations

are those defined by schools asitying together instructional groups in

educational programs. Flcw relations are counts of students moving over

time from one instructional group to another asithe5vipass through the

Tv
reduce-eta-nal system.

. .

tt
Flow and-curriculum re ons ardimpOrtant because they define the

educational-activities of instructional groups, theif composition;azd the

opportunity structure associated with grouping systems.,'The'relevance I

of curricula and composition of groups is discussed further later in ,

this section. .1 first describe bow the structural representatiop of

the organizational differentiation of students can be usedto determine
4fr

the Career trajectories and the opportunity structure of educational

systems; then folloWs a discussion of the proCess that creates the
.

is
flows in a -system of. educaitan-the matahing of students to instructional

groups. ,

.. ...
.

.
. .

. .

The idsntification of caree__.rtr.vuni. structures.ructures.

Both curriculum and flow relations between instructional groups may be

.
,

different information is provided by the two repreaen tions of the.

structure, but, the main difference isthatflow'relations create a

representation of the struCiurellry the trajectories actually used. These--""

trajectories are a subset of theformel possibilities presented by

curriculum relationsiaps. 16

r-
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The representation of the curriculum relations among instructional

groups can be obtained- by forming a matrix; with rows and columns as

the. instructional groupsexi,sting in a system; and cell entries indicating

for each pair of grOups whettier theyform i proscribed, permitted, or

pinhibited, combination.' If groups are ordefed occooling

submatrices can be identified aldng the rain diagonal of

that identifies' which instructional groupd can be combined at a given

level, while'the off-diagonal would indiCate sequences of, groups over time.

to grade levels,

.the mein matrix

4'ne resulting structure is one that identifiesprograms.and tracks (if any),

in an eduiational system, as described in handbooks and catalogues. It

is a structure that Can identify the formally defined career routes in

the system to various educational endpoints that are educational credentials.

schools have clearly defined tracks and programs, the structure

of curriculum relations should identify them. However, schoolirmaY not have

explicitly defined tracks and programs, and educational qutcomes may still

.be strongly determined by the combination and sequences of instructional

groups that attend. In fact, there seems to be some confusion in

the minds of principals, students, and resesrchera about, what aanstitupes.

track, systems (Rosenbaum, 1976). Ike use of actual flows may overcome

this difficulty in identifying the career trajectoriea of educational

systems)

The flow relations between instructional groups he obtained by,

forming a matrix, with rows representing the groups at one point

and columns representing groups at a latepoint,in time. The cell

entries would be counts of students moving from one grbup to another in a

time period, aay a sclool year. The basic idea can most conveniently be
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introduced throug

!vs' Rs,

.14

an example. Suppose we have a very sim le educational
,

system with only ag grading, that, is, each grade forms and instructional

group.
2

Further ass that only five grades exist: two primary grades,

,two secondary grades, d Ca4pgrade of higher education. 1 grade

skipping, is. allowed and o on repeats graded. StUdents begin to leave

. .

the system ii the seconds grades and everyone will have left at the end
.

7 . . ,

I.

, of higher education. Assum that grades are of aqua length in time.
. .

*
The flows in each time per d in such a system are depicted in Figute 1.

* f *

There are six rows and if cdliimns in this matrix, ope for each grade
.

. : . 4 '' . ., .

and one.fOr the outside. Sinc there is no gradi skipping and repeating, ,-

.
. .

nonzero' entries only occuOnbth major subdiagonal, and in the row and
I

4)*
collPassociated with the outsid The matrix is of the same form as-

. .

. \ \ ..
,

the population projection matrilc, well known from mathematical demography

(see Keyfitx, 1968, for an extensive treatment). The matrix representation

of a.population has births going from the outside to the first_year of age,
1

.and deaths leavinglor the outsideIrdm each year of age,in the same

. I
manlier as students are entering and leaving'the system depicted in Figure 1.

. .

Richard Stone,{1971, 1975) has shown thaI'thepopuldtion matrix.

Provides a pckgerful.tool for the analysis and description of a variety

of flows ip society, in particular flows in as educationall'system: Stone's

main purpose'is to pr ovide an accounting model useful for planning purposes.
1

and policy formulation. Howiver,%the approach lends itself to numerous

.purposes, some of-Which I suggest 44e, relying on a probabilistic

interpretation cif the flows.. This approach serves'meinly as a conceptual
t

40' .?
device,

.
and I do not go into makhematical details and the problems

.associated with the =tool implementation-of the approaC
.nrh
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Figure 1. Plows in an educational system.
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. Many of the bpsic properties of systems such as Figure 1 are revealed`'-
. ... ..

.
. ,

. :
,by manipulatiOns on the matrix obtained by dividing each entry by its row

, sum, and deleting the column and vector corresponding to the outside.
0. .

Denote this matrix, C. It will have entries that are survival probabilitiee.

S.

in each state of the system. Since everyone eventually leaves the system,
.i..t. 1 4 v

this matrix can be'taken as the submatriX of transient states it an absorbing
#. .

Markov Chains This interpretation imposes restrictions oh the survival or
. .

transition probabilities iGthe Markov model is tole taken as a

realistic representation of actual flows. I point out some,implications

of this below.

Multiplying the C mattices will trace flows over time for persons

remaining in the !system,'
e
C
2

owwill give the two step 'fls In the

. '-(2
system as the elements of cii

)
= E c4uclo, Summing such powers of "C

It J

-,wil; provide a repriseetation of the overall experiences of students to

the'systeM6 As the poweis Hof C form a gebmetrit series their sum will
. r

. '

bathe so-called fun4amental matrix (IC)
-1

For illustration, the (IC)
-1

matrix corresponding to the syfter of FTgure 1 is shown in Figure 2.

The entries of the (IC) matrix give the amount of time spent in

the various statesbefoie leaving the sytitem. Thus, a person starting out

.in grade 1 can expect to spehd .3 years' in higher education, .42 years in

grade 4, etc. Summing thesemotries for each row will give the total

amount of time a person can expect to spend in the system.'' ince everyone

starts out in state 1, thts will be 4.1 overall. This is, of course,

the mean decational 1p el fdr personi passing through our system measured

in yeats of schooling. -1

'
.

. The system of Fig' a 1 is a very simple one and the manipulations.on

the-C mat* are perhaps not very informative. However, it does share an
41'- .

imvortant,characteristio with empirical systeumi the educational process .

i

.
, 20 . , .
i.. I 0 ,
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Grades 5

5 1.0-

4 .424

3 .334 4,

2 .334 .

1 .334

4 2

1.0

-.788 1.0

.788 1.9

.788 1.0 1.0 1.0

. Figure (/-C) -1 matrix fog the folws ofFigure 1.
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' 00
4

..is"deieribed as an attrition process stude is leaving'the:sylitem dO riot

1

I ,
4c

.

,
.

return, so that the number reaching the highest level are-the.AsurVivors
I_ .

. #

,

.

remaining after,exposurq to a set of survival probabliged* These
rk

..

surviVal probabilities detrdtmine the total apportunitieS 4vailOie ,..6 ....,/.

..

someone entering UgfAystem by determining the overall probability4r'
,s 4

4- . ,

'reaching the .highest levei of education: This overall probabilibty. has '

6
. .

some importance, and isreferree to as the inoluelvenesaiNfAvsysiem.
., . 1 .

The, attritlon.procees.means that educational seniority alone goverpt.
. , - -

4.educationar opportuhitiesthe higher the-grade ,leVel attended the
# r.

greater the probability of obtaining the highest 4vel of ducylitiOn.

A more interesting situation is obtained by allowing ,for Otpings

Zilithin grades. Such a modificaiton is cairl1Coat in Figure 1S,rhere

the' system of.Figure 1 is modified so that .each of the secondary grade'
4

. 0
V

0 w
levels has two instructional iroups: a college and, a nonoollege

0. ,
.

-track. As a resuU, submstrices are defined'ai each of the seco ary .grq4:
0

f

le4els, replacing the Singleentries of Figure I, Both tie C watrix for
e

such a system and the (I-C)-1 matrix are presented in Figu

averall survival probabilities

Figure 2

s

; they

from each grade level are.k pt.ta 1.11

I
.4 4e

,0 4 . to,

11H:entries of Figure 36),.as previously, have an interpretation in
.

4 a
. - %

terms of expedtedltime spent in various states before leaVirig: tilt aYstaia%-
. 1

for persons entering theaystem in the states corresponding to the roll

- 1 0

However, these entries can also be given a Probabilistic interpreption:-

If each of the entries in the various rows of matrices

4
is divided by the diagonal elelents of the column., the

.

will be the probabilieles of eventually reaching the s

..- ... .-

to the column. These-quantities are directly obtained liere,since.the 4 .'
;

. 4 or / 0 .
enerfes on the main diagonal are all one. Hence the jirobabjll.ty of geteinge.

.

.
.., le 4

such as Figure 3.0)),

resulting elements:

tat 'corresponding

2.

S

I.
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Grades

19

(a) C Matrix

1 ;2 ..ta. 3b 4 4b 5

, 1.0

2 .53 .47

3a.

4a 4a

4b,

5 'Nt

Note: Entries on 'track moUlity sid,trssitions,tb college are adapted

from Rosenbaum (1976, Tables 3.3 a 5.3):

.79 .21

.82

.05

Grades 5

5 .
'4b 1

4a A. $ .82 0 1

I
.

3b 41 .04 . .02

3a .66 r.21 4.79

- 2 .38

,

v
(b)-(vc)-1 Iftuntx.

,

4b

1 .33 .41 .38.

, it

Figuie 3. Blow matricesior an educational systetp with tracking.

3b . 2 ,1
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.

a higher education for someone assigned to a college track in grade 3
'. ..

is .66, and .04 for:a person not assigned to a college track in that

grade.

It should be noted that the sublatrices of Figure 3(a) Shatan

important ,propeity with eppiiical systems: There is very little

mobility among tracks and the mobility that exists is mostly doWnward

(Rosenbaum, 1976). There are-several reasonsAor this pattern, but

most obviously'it reflects the differential learning environments induced

by the groupings.

//'
The entries of (I-C)-1,then, present a map of the educational

routes followed bystudents passing through the system. Each column

-of (I-C)
-1

shows the career implications of being assignedtt&various
.

.

instructional groups for the 'outcomes represented by the colUmn: In
. . ,

. . . .
. .

,

particular, the entries in the ,column correspondag to higher -cation
4 .

directly reflect variation in opportunities for higher education connected

with assiinment to-instructional groups.

The actual implementatio of the procedure suggested by these e3imples,

--

is this: Arrange the instructiona groups that exist in an educational

system into a matrix of the form exemplified above; that is, for each
.

grade level create a submatrix that shows the flows between instructivial

groups (classrooms)' from one grade level to the next. (Information about

these flows can be fouid in school records.) From thl resulting C matrix,

the fundamental matrix(I-C)-1 is then obtained,1 It wilt describe the

educational career trajectories defined by a pattern of organizational

differentiation; and, brshowingthe implications of assignments to

. 4

specific groups, reveal the opportunity:structure of an educational system.

24 7
1.
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The flow matrix repreaentationof the structuze of,ed

'..tysteuls serves to define variables of relevance

the organizational differentiation of

(I-C)
-linatrix

that give the,,,p

education may be used Co arrange

onal

the analysis of

eats. The entries lofthe--

abilities. of attaining higher

groups in a. hierarchy reflecting

tge.inequality of opportunities for educational ,ctatipments5associated
-

with assignments to particulaiinatructional groups. The hierarchy ex-
.

Prgsaes the. vertical differentiation of instructionaliroups and the

position ore group in this hieratchy pay be refrred to as ita

educational rank. Thq educational rank of-an instructional group
14-

Itii, in general, .a of ite grade level and the differential/
. . . . . . .

advantage of assignment to the,partiCular group within the grade
. 4-'

. : .4.
,level. The,rank order of groups may be deliberately intented as in

. ....
, .

the case of ability groups or it may be less obvious as uhen
4 , .

instruction to certain auOctmatters. confers a diffesiential.
. .

,

advantage.' The educational tank, in turn, spould be an important

determinant of vho seeks admiision to the group andfwhOlita:admitted.

The differential adeintage should be fhrther reflected. in the oppor-
.

tunities for learninglmoyided, fnd in the learning and szfIllizatieni.
.

environment created in the group. I,

For the analysis of 3.he learning'and socialization environments

provided by groups it is important to know the amount of tiniFa-
student will spend with particular otter, students in instructional

, groups. The relevant vartable'is Vie :acme of the organizational

differentiation, defined as the fracticolof time over some sehboling

period that a student spends with a particular group of classmates. The

.

2

At
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flow matrix will indicate the scope of a grouping system in the sub-

matrices that give flows among instructional gliinps across adjacent
,

grade levels. 'The dimension of these submstrices will equal the.
. .

numberof groups existing it partitular grade level, and hence

'indicate the. ndibtr of parfttlonings made of a cohort of students.

The dispersion of flows from cane grade level to the next will indicate
-34

.

the stability of these partitionings over time; that is, how much

mobility Mere ii among track? and other career trajectories.over time.

The flow datifx for an actual school system will have a very

ldrge dimension,Xual to the total'numbei of instructional groups

existing -in the system. It is of considerable interest to attempt

to reddce the dimeisionaliry of such matrices by collapsing the

c/assioom and'otherinstructional groups into higher order units,

Similarity of flows originating ftom groups as'detec ted from the

(1-C)
-1

matrix will serve as the criterion for the

such higher order groupings. Thus the. educational

tional groups can serve to identify track systems,

programs are not explicitly defined, if instructional groups of
's

formationof

wanks of instruc-

even when such

equal ranks (that is, with,similar career consequences) are grouped

together. Such an approach to detecting the basic structure of an

educational system issimilar to-the approach taken *n algebraic
.

.

.analyels-Cflocial rietwOrks (see,,for example, Whi te, Boorman, and

'Breiger, 1976), where similarity orelations among entities also

forMs the basia*for
.

higher order strlictural units.

:

:..!. 10
.

:

..-------- Aside from its We in ,studying the structure'OAducational 4

* .-
systems and iwdefining. important dimensions of g wing sYstem,

..0

the flow matrix representagon of the o ganizat

also serves to identify an important conceptu and methodological

26'

oriel differentiation 4.
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probletin the analysis of .groupings: 'how the flows are generated.

. .

This problem will be discussed mkt.
.... ..-

. .
.

. , .. The mateiling of students to instructional groupsAhe flowi,that
.

form the entries' of the matrix representation of, a

. .

.

.

educitional structure

arecreated by the assignment oe4tudents to. instructional groups. These

assignments match characteristics of students and the availability of

places in instructional groups to determini.which studnets get assigned

(
.

. ,

to which groups.. The exctotion is completely random assignment with the
L ,

sole purpose of providing'a partitioning of a cohort of stildenti into

64

classrOome with no curricislum or ability differentiation. Random
. -

assignment is; orcourse, an often used procedure, particularly in

primary grades, and such assigaments4Uve no systematic career consequences.

The focus here is oil assignments that influence the career trajectories.

of individual students.

The assignment procedure may be Characterized bywhetlum it is

elective or,selective; that isiihether the student wishes to determine

the assignment or not. Complete, eekotivity is rare, particularly

in assignment to groktps of different eauca'tionatranis, because the

creation of instructional groups usually involves considerations other

"than satisfying studentinterest's: Student wish Are, however, ofteb'

a meessary but insufficient condition

Completely selec!pre assignment.whera

.,

for the assignment to groui;O
*or
Pt.

student precerences-vlay no role

_ are

c

typical of toitftahiclassroom ability grouping.

.

E*cept in the aae,of puri167 elective assiewt an i nt
.

criterion is applied.. Thcriterion is usually baied on ether (1)

of
past performance, both with respect

( ) current __hi as mgasured

L

4

to le;fel-and subject matters;
-

by s test of arie;alination; or

27
.
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or

(3) a direct measure of cognitive skills, such as an-intelligence test.

The choice bf criterion is important for the resulting composition of

the instructional group and is discussed from this perspective in the

-next-part-of this section. Here it suffices to note that any such assign-

*ant criterion will correlate, in general, with a variety of individ ual

characteristics,,such as the 'family background, ability, and past

educational career of students. This will also be the case for the

.

aspirations and preferences :that determine elective assignments

Since the individual assignments depend on student characteristics

the outcomes of the ,assignments will reflect tie distribution of

these characteristics in a cohOrt of students., However, a student

.willimnly get access to an instructional group if there,is-room.

Hence the outcome of assignments will also reflect the number of available

Veces'in
instructional groups. This distribution of available places

will not, in general, have an invariant relation to the distribution of.*
,

..

relevait student characteristics. Schools rarely create instructional

groups with the sole concern of accomodating a, given distribution of

student abilities and interests; rathef staffing, building, administrative,

4 .
.

and disciplinary concerns will goyerh the number and sizes.of instructional
.

... ..,

..

groups to be Tound in a schobl. 'lie resulting dislribution of:availableThe.

. .

placest411 not necessarily correspond to the distribution of assignment
% .

relevant characteristics in the student bOdies. These, perhaps elementary,
,e

4 o
1.As,

observations have a number of important implications.- .04

1

For the interpretation of the flow matrix as an absorbing Markov
.

C4ainv'the dependency of individual flows on student characteristics
.

.-

means that the transition probabilities of the Markey Chain must be

assumed to vary with these individual chara4:teristicsi. This is a

-standard,problem in the application of stochastic process models
.ftA

.

or,

I
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to social processes. Several methods are available in the literature

(Spilerman, 19i2; Tima, Hannan, and Groeneve).d, 1977) that permit

analysis of the sources of vartation'in transitiol.probabifities.

These solutions, though probably adequate for-some purposes of

empirical analysts, do not solve the. conceptual problem: the
/. . .

relation between the opportunity structure represented by aggregate

flows and representing the distribution of available places, and

the individual flows that depend on characteiistics of students.

TM problem results from the fact that the aggregate flows

will'not,.in general, reflect only the1tistribution of tudents

.4 characteristics in -a schools still, the individual flow reflects

these charlfcteristics and must sum to the aggregate flows. This

Means that the functions that relate individual characteristics

to transition probabilities are determined by the.giouping system

adopted in a school. One may conceive of the situation as one

where the'aggregate flows present an opportunity structure available

to student, dtffering in their ability to take advantage of these

opportunities. Ao standard methods are available to handle this

simultaneous determinatiOn of.flows and individual careers. 't

return to the methodological problem later, and here outline a few

substantive implications of the problem. /

Afr

A student can only get access to an instructional group if there

is a place for him /her in the group. This means that a student's

. ,

abtlity to get access to a groupland tai advantage of tha career .

-... f 4. . , 4.
trajectory associated with the group depends on the ability and/or

Go .1 ,

interests of other students etposed to thejlelgrouping'system.

4
Hegke movements of ptudents in an educaitonal system, cannot be assumed

29
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to be independent of each other.. The interdependence of movement has

profound implications for the educational prodess.

Schools inititute40 variety of procedures to manage the

,interdependence of flows bf studenits. To a Considerable extent

they, rely on ranking procedures iwassigning students to groups

in nonelective'assignments. As, a result, it is generally not a student's
".4$17'1 ' r

absoltte abilityrlevel that dounts for assignment but the level of

ability relative to others. In elective and semielective aseignients

dchools are faced with the problem of leeping group sizes stable in the

face of possible changes in student preferences. It is well documented

that counsellors play an Tfflrortant role in thelmatclitni process by

convincing students about titrue".interests.that secure the preservation of

stable aggregate flows Oicourel and Kitsuse, 1963; Rosenbaum, 1976).

These procedures secure the manageOent of grouping systems, but they

should also introduce considerable variation in the relationships between

individual characteristics and career trajectories across schools.

. The relation between the opportunity structure and the individual

career trajectories not only creates interdependence among individual

educational careers, but also among the effortsand achievements of
''..

students. The structure of competition for access to highey ranked k

educationil groups among students does not resemble codpetition 14 the . /

0 ' :. - ,,- ,,,,

classical economic sense, In the classic conception of the economic c %% ....,

tv. . . . #

market the actions of a single individual have no impact on ihe returns 9 .).

.

or _prices obtained, and the actions of one person are independent of
,. .

the actions of others. The result is that one person can, for example,

iicreaseihis/her income by increasing his/her labor supply regardless

of what other persons do. This is not the ,cane in the competition for

.t

30
I.
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places in the educational system. An increase in effort may not result

in the desired reward--that is, access--if other students also increase

their efforts. If students act independently of each other snd if access

is an important good, they are therefore likely to increase theirlfforts,

without increasing the likelihood of succeeding. Students know this, and

rather than ct independently of each other, form peer groups that .

attempt to regulate effort. This is a problematic solution as there will

always be incentives to break the norms of peer groups, prohibiting too

much display of effort. Whatever the outcome, the efforts and achievements

of studInts, in addition to their careers, will be interdependent as a

result of the duality of flows representing both opportuhity structures

and individual careers.

Ornanfsational Differentiation as Differentiation of Learning and

Socializing Env/romments

Schoole.are meant to produce changes in-students. They attempt

to teach Btudents knowledge and skills relevant for their educatiohAl

careerr)(-and for roles.Outside the educational system. They further

try to instill in students values, norms, and behavlorr; deemed

appropriate for adult life. These changes are produced in instructional

groups and are for the larger parrdeliberately createcl, The career,

0
trajectories of the educational system are !pt to result in different

knowledge and. skills Possessed by the graduates of the systeq. This is

Perhaps elementary, but neverthele's it is not always recognized'in the

Anterpreta0on of reseaRth4pesults. It is more surprising to'find no

. effect of placement in a college track on attainment of higher education,
.

.

and in some ways, a source of greater concern, than it .is to find sn effect--
.

.

. college tracks are-meant to have this outcome. 31
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.1k61If ols were successful in translating curricula into knowledge,

skills, and values 'possessed by students,. and if only curriculum differences..

were responsible for differences in student outcomes, research on the .

28.6

I

"7

organizational differentiation of students would not rely on sociology

and social psychology, but on Curiiculup theory. .But presumably students

learn from sources ot her than the curriculum, and they may not learn the
s'

4.

curriculum. The organizational differentiation of students creates

\... , 0,

social and instructional enviropments.that presumably are relevant for

the actual changes (or lack of them) that take place in students. The,
4

purpose here is to identify relev nt concepts for an analysia of such

impact on student outcomes. , 5

Three sets qf variables deservattention: (1) differenCes in teacher .

-/
.

.

.?

behavior and characteristics produced by the organizational differentiation,

(2) differences'in the allocation o*tructional resources produced by

groupings; and

organizetionel

(3) differences in social 'f7ironmentsrprOduced by the

differentiation. .Of these, of the variation in (1)

and (2) reflect cuiricaum differences, and

are intended. However, even in cases where c

be identical, as in many ability,groupings, va

s

ifferences in outcomes

,

.

rricula are suppoted to

ation may exist, nd

- it is the latter type of variation that is of,io t interest here:
.

variation in teacher behavior induced by the dififerintial prestige
.

.

instructional iroupsand differential allocation of resouras and he e
,

\' ,,. ...

opportunities for learnihg to groups of, different rink. The effects of

such variation be, discussed in the following ec on.,

The thi rd source of impact of. organigation41,,diffe entiaticin on

learning.and-socialization--that,is, differenCes in Boa 1 environments--

1 32
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deserves elabOration here. The differencee in social environments for

learning and socialization produced by the organizational diffetentiation of

students are relevant insofar as they result $n the creation of metal

influence processes that modify studen0outcomes. Till% instructional

groupsjhat,exist in a system of education create spatial and temporal'

boundaries for the formation of social interaction processes. These

boundaries may be tore or less salient. Their "salience determines whether,

a particular pattern of instructional,grouping will have predictable

consequences for the social influence processes students are exposed to.

The effects of the organkzatioral differentiation produced by social

influenceirocessee depend on the scope of the grouping; that is, the

. amount,of time a student spends with a given group of clasemates in an

instructional group..0K;ups with low scope generally can not be 'expected

to have predidtable consequences for soCial influence processes, since

i- the boundaries for actual interaction processes will net coincide with
. ,

the temporal and spatial boundaries of groupings.

-Assuming high scope, the social interaction process in s classroom

. may influence student'outcomes,if it produces changes in vallies,

aspirations, and attitudes. The relevant mechanism is peer grohi r1
formation, and to the extent that peer groups actually tend toreduce

e 4
Between peer variation in relevant chard teristics,,predictable change

can occur. But it is widely believed that friends tend to be alike.
...,' ,

ntur a furthei,necessary condition that can be assumed for peer'groFps
. . . .

to produce changes in studeOt outcomes is that peers indeed will differ

iThis makes knowledge of the compostilon.of a classroom

important for our abilityto form predictions about the consequences of

t
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groupings for studept outcomes produced by the social, environments

created. This composition reflects (1) the assignment procedure used

in allocating students to instructional groups, and (2) the overall

composition of the student body from which the group are formed"

The assignment procedure was characterized before. by whether it is

elective or selective. Further, when the assigpment is not wholly a

question of student preferences, some index. of learning capacity must

be relied on so the assignment criterion, and three types of$criteria

were suggested as likely: (1) past performance, (2),...curttpt

-achievement' level, or (3) a direct measure of cognitive skills.

,These measures differ in regard to their dependency on noncognitive

characteristics relevant for learning, with measures of intelligence

purported.y less deOndent than the other two. Past performance and

current achievement take noncognitive factors, such as attitudes and

aspirations, explicitlyinto account, since they are indices of learning
.

accomplished. Past perforaiiM440 as measured by obtained grades is, in

addition, dependent on student teacher relationshilii, for grades reflect

teacher evaluations. SA the noncognitive charact ts4cs are those

most likely to be directly transmitted in social intelg

.

ction processes,

the cOoice,of criterion will influence how trongly the'learning and.

socialization' environment of'students are affected by groupings.

Random assignments will produce instructional %groups that reflect

the compositions of the student body from which they are formed. It is

clearly necessary when analyzing the differences in learning environments

created by' the Organizational differentiation o Students to assess this

impactrelatiye to the environments that would 'have resulted under random

assignments. Student body compositioria differ between schools as a resu

0
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,

. -

of communitx and neighborhood characteridtics, and this causes differences.

in learning environments that should not be confounded with. the differences

caused by nonrandom assignments to instructional groups.'

' The tact that assignments are matchings of stuaents to available

places Is relevant. As argued above, schools will rarely let the number

of groups, say in an ability gipuping, depend °tithe distribution of the

student body. Inetead, a given number of groupi of roughly equal size

will be formed and they will be filled-by imposIng arbitrary divisions

of the distribution of students according to the criterion variable. If

the true variation in characteristics relevant for learning is very small,

assignments will still be ddie, and the result will bean almost random

assignment. If the assignment has implicatiens for student outcomes and

later careers, this alast random assignment will confer differential

advantage, and more inequality will be created where less existed.

The impact of organikational differentiation of students on learning

and socialization is created in sum by (1) exposing' students to different
.

' '.

curricula, (2) differential allocation of instructionalresources, and (3)

. the social environments created in instructional groups. The social

environments created in instructional groups have further been argued

to.depend on (1) the assignment criterion, (2) the distribution of
. . .

.

, :

relevant characteristics in the student body from which assignments are

made, and (3) the number and relative sizes of instructional groups.

-The substantive hypothesis about how these different variables influence

.

learning and socializatlion will .be discussed in ,section 4.
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Organizational Differentiation as Signals

. -

-Any assignment criterion is fallible.: Teachers and others respcinsileI.
for assignments know this, and if ttv dp mit,. parents will convince

,

. .

Assignments are there fore. rarely done anonymously and an the basis o{ a,

single criterion: Evaluations and recordsalat history are relevant.
a

This points to an important function of the organizational dikferentiation

of students. Earlier assignments become part of a

will act as signals conveying information,Air wh4

informatidn, about'a student's capacities. Thus;

student's record, and

is'I;Olieved to be '

even if groupings
. .. .

-.. .

produce no differential learning or actual changes if values anti tenets;
. .

they may become relevant for educational:careers..Cense ently,
,

groupings may-Confer differential advantage even in the absence of.an#
.. :.

actual effect on students, as long as-those responsible for later assign-
..

- .

ments believe earlier assignments mean something about the students

involved. The phenomenon is parallel towhat has been argued to be'the

function of education in labor markets '{Spence, 19703 iducatienbicts

as a signal regarding productive Capacitykandthus servh.to radfce
.

employer uncerjainty in the hiring process, eVen if educe.. as not

- created any productive skills.

The signallinefunction of organizational 4igtErentia
4

q
not only forteachers and others responsible for assi nts; it s

important also to the student involved, and may profoundly affe attitudes
a.

relevant'

I

$

and aspirations. Thus, assignmentssignments may affect student outc irrespective
4 1.

. . , ,

of the importance of the s 'bcial environmett tha4, may result 'from the .
.-

I .4 . % .. t _

groupfig. Finally, assignments are signals to paTents'about the potential
. 1.6 sr

. \ I

a 0 ..

futures of their children, something that will be phowtbelow to be
.

.: s - , / 4
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relevant for the consequences of organizational differentiation for

equality of opportunity, '

Summary

a,...r"

This section has proposed a number of concepts, characterizing the. ,

organizational differentiation of students. The point of departure

has been the concept of an educational structure created by the flows

of students aid the curriculum relations among instructional griups.

Representing this structure in a matrix of flows reveals the weer

trajectories of school systems, and the resulting opportunity

structure identifies the vertical differentiation of-instructional

groups in kerns of their educational. rank. It was further argued that

the assignmentof:studenta to groups, which creates the flows, is a

matcging process where characteristics of students and, the axaitability,

of-places determihe the come The nature of this matching process'

has important implications for the educational process as it creates

. -

interdependencies of student careers, efforts, and achievements, and

. . .

results in the use of rankings of students that ignore the absolute
i

. c
level. of

.

ability for assignments to gi-oupst,
.7:

. ,

The career trajectories reflect exposureq, to different learning and

socialization environments produced by differences in curricula, aft6ca

don of instructional resources, and clasarpem social environments

al3y4 the assignments

that influence the

created by the assignments of studenta to groups;

an the resulting career trajectories act agrsi

"decisions of teachers, parents., and the students themselves.

Diffenentidl changean students and the signals created by assignments'

will influence the associations between variables (stiff qs ability and

37
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aspirations) relevant for assignments and outcome variables (suchbas

learning And attainments). Further,- the career trajectories defined

by groupings will perpetuate these associations. Such associations among

variAples of interest are usually created not only by the' organizational

differentiation of students, but also by the assignment of children to

Specific families and other social environments. The organizational

0.0

differentiation may, however, serve to reinforce or weaken the associations
. .,

created by_other agencies. This is the mainttroposition used to gefierate
. .

. . .

hypotheses in the sections that follow. However, the assignment of students,

. $

. So instructional groups has in one instance been shown to irectly
:

responsible for die creation of an association among that most,

would believe are unrelated: jonth of btii,h and academic achievement.

The result, repOrted:by .ackson (I- 4), is the'relatidn between assignment

to different streams'in British prima schools and students' birthmonth.

It is reproduced in Tigre 1 since it is so..striking and unexpected.

The example, is a goo illustration of basic 4deas'proposeW in. this section.

grade) to ability groups are uninten-The initial assignments (in the first

lopally correlated with'birthmonth. The assigtment results in different

career trajectories as students tend to stay in the, grouils of dhe same

4

iducAtional rank at different grade levels. They are exposed to different '

learnilg environments and likelyalso provided witiiidifferent signals

about-Compeisnciei that further perpetuates the initial inequality. Heade,

3

the early assignment was created a new form of inequality of opportunity:
. .

differential advantageby season ofbirth..

4. ORGANIZATIONAL'D/FFERENTIATION AND LEARNINC AND.SOCIALIZATION

A large number °sti:dies haie focussed on the consequences of,

organizational differentiation, particularly ability grouping-for
,

.38
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a

A

-Table 1

kelacion Between Mont)t of Birth and Assignment to Ability

Groups: Birthdays of- 11 Year Old Children in 252 Thrii-stretimSchools
.

,,

Stream

;

Childten. born btweeh- A it. B I xC N-

.

Sept. 1 and tec. 31 . 34.2 21.3 4489

Jai. 1 and ,Apt. 30 . . 37.0 ,/ 36.0 . = 27.0" 4828

May 1 andAug. 31 - 30.1 37.7 32.2 4883
. .

All ihildren 37.0 36.0 27.0 142000

b. In

Sources Adapted from Jackson (1964, Table 11).

?
=

1

;ON

e
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4'

learning.
lr

The findings of this research are largely inconclusive, perhaps

due to methodological problems: a will discuss this iPodsibility later.).
4i 0 .

This section discusses some of the'patterns found and the possible

1 . .

.

explanations for them, ignoring the methodological problevs. ''he explana-
.

'tions have' the nature of hyp\)theses because ofd the inconclusiveness of
-. .

. .

lersrch. Conceivably they may-in turn be used to .generate conclusive

4 .

findings.
,.'" 1 "- ......

.
. .

.
%

.

, ..

The first part ,of this section discusses direct "effects of sasign-
,..- ,

menta to different pattern& of organisational differentiaiton on instruction"'
P t -

and learning. These effects arepredUced by differences in twang,*

teachei behavioi, and the allocation of instrtictional resources. The

second part treats indirect effecta pioduced by'the i*aCt of differentiation

on student attitudes~ and aaPlratio ns that in turn act` on learning,
.

permitting e diacuasion' uf the effect of rganizAtional differentiation

on utcdies other than pcipemic achievement.,

teerning-will be conceived here'as resulting from the interaction

6

of three main variables: the ability and the effort.of students,.. and.the

'

opportunities for"Alealtning to which they are exposed (cf. S ,Srensen
. 4

and Halligan,, 1977). Effort is indexed by such,varifhlee,as motivation
\ .

.

to\achieve, aspirations, and attitudes toward self-and school.
.,

.- -

Wheiher such indicators, actually cause variation in effort as:
\ .

.
.

oppose4 to reflecting academic success is often dubious, but

analysis of this problem galls outside the scope of this Apex.
$

Ability is melaured bytests of cognitive skills such as int4ligence
.

tests. Ability and effort may be said to form's atuderit's intellectual

resources. ..These resources interact with the opportunities for learning,

. .

which ,are meaaured.by the amount of material presented to atudehts in the
. . r ..

.

e .
teaching proceaa, and depend onscurricula, teacher behavior,

s

.
, .

40
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and the allocations qf instructional resources such as library facilities,

teaching machines, and teaching aids. The relation between opportunities
4 . .

for .earning and the students' instructional resources should be modeled
. .

as a multiplicative one. No one can learn what,.` not been taught, `axed
.

it seems most appropriate to see the intellect,6 al resources of students
-

-determine which fraction of the materif1,,tadght V./3.4.be learned, rather

than to see the opportunities somehow adding to the resources of students-.
.

Leeiniig is an over time''procese. Hence the appropriate model for

.studying the effect of various variables on learning should be a dytimic

model, where measures of opportunities for learning interact with students'

-intellectual resources in producing change_in achievement over time. An

example of such a model is presented and_discussed by SirenSen and Itallinan--
(1977). }layover, this type of model has nog been.usect in existing research

on the effect of orinixattonal differentiation of -students.
,..' .

. '
curriculum differences among instructional .groups will produce

. * .. ..1 .*- .
differences in the kind and amount of .material,presented in a time period.

Diffeiencesia amount of material taught produce differencesin opor,

. .

tunities for learning, and the resulting differences in academic achievements

are intended. The absence of an effect of grouping on learning is more

surprising than the presence of an effect when comparing,. for e3theple,

the math achieyement.of stUdints assigrfed to an advanced curriculum to;-

the achieveme of other stuslents 'at the same grade level. These effects

of groupings have not been'a -major -concern in research, perhaps because-

they seem too obVous. The problem has usually been defined as one of

identifying the effect of pure. ability groutiinghat ia, grouping of

children according to /earning capacity or past achievement.-where it is

4

A

intended- that everybody eventually master the same material. : The coopering-lc
. ,. -0

7 . is' between ileirniagin a- system with ability
41

grouplig and in a system...

... .. . i
- ,

.
, .
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with random assignment, where both systemsittempt to teach the same

Curricnlum

Differences among instructional groups in the kind of material

taught may influence the rate of learning even inthe absence of

differences in the amount tsught. The reason is 'that students differ

in specific abilities and interests. When matched ,to a curriculum that

41
Bolts these abilities and interests, students should learn 9pre than

when matched to a les1 satisfyng curriculum. This is a commonly used

rationale for creating curricular differentiation with elective assign0-

menis, but.nO one seems. to have tried to test the validity of the ,.

rationale and its implications:

.

'1.
Direct EffecteA

The rationale for ability grouping appears to be ehat..1 ruing .
Int

is. cumulative so that .what qan.be learned depends on what his been
o

learn0d1 teaching; should accomaite to-this so that What is taught
. ,

Aellt.nds onyhat the 'student knows.- bit-this indisites.individualized

.-
instruction, which is expensive. '. ecoilping children according to capacity'

to Learn allows group instruction to accomodate to tht"different rates
'441-

a.

'of learning of children. -
.

The grgumeb implies that students:in high ability group will _

learn more,tharl students in 16w ability gioups over' the same pefibd

A

of time...OnlOdithe cities where teaCheri.terminate teachfhg in high.

-
ability gr,oupp before, completing teaching to law agility gioups should

. . 1.

such a pattern not Oserge. .reacliers piobab/y rarely engage In such '

t_

'.- - -17. 4 . . . - - .

:

behavio;,.especiallywhen different, teachers are assigned to different'
. ;

ability groups . ,They may do-so with within classroom groupings in the
. - .

k
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absence of nongrading, but the frequency with which this occurs is not

known,

Ability grouping, then, implies -that students.in highability.groups

will learn more then students in low ability groups. This is generally

true, but is perhaps trivial. The qtiestion of most interest is *.tether

children of equal ability level learn more in'grouped than in ungrouped

aystems. Rowever, the expected pattern among ability groups has one '

important implication: Students Wrongly ass*gited to ability groups will

tend to conform to the group they are assigned to rather than to their

true ability level (Baker Lunn, 1970; Douglas, 1964). This tends to

-favor autumn born children, middle-class children, and girls, siocpthey

are most likely to-bedesigned to-a'"tOo high" ability:group..

For comparison between grouped and nongrouped.6iiems the ratloliek!.

for ability grouping predicts that almost every ability 'group will profit
.

from the grouping, except-the:ability group teachers in ungrouped systems'

-

accomodate to in their teaching. Assuming this i$-the.eliddle ability
..-.

group, children.of high'ability and chilfrei of low ability will suffer

from not being grouped. 4:hfldrenofbigh ability suffer .bealluse they
" . .

are.not given enough opportunities .foie learning, and children in low
, : ' . ..

ability groups eeffer because they cannot comprehefnd what is heiug

tatight. This pattern is in fact the conclieion of eerlyiresearch on the

. ..
. .

.

effects of abili.ty grouping (Otto", 1950)..

Later researob bas:beenunable to find such e'clear pattern, perhaps

because the,repearchers did not believe _as strongly In the teaching-to-the-
_

.level -of-students rationale for grouping. Te'the.extent that more recent

kesearch reports any Consistent:findings they seem te7conform to a different

pattern (e.g-., Blandtord; 1958; Borg..1964; Baker Lunn, 1970; Daniels, 1961):

"
.43
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that bright children get brightat did dull children get duller in ability,

grouped or streamed systems, as opposed to'nongrouped systems. This is

an effect on variances that need notrbe reflected ii s diffareve in

mean achievement among grouped and ungrouped children.

The accomodation-of-teaching mechanism predicts a mean difference,

but no change in the yariance in outcomes. *Thst_dull children get duller

..
. ,, t

,

frosi beihg grouped together runs counter to .the accomodation -0 teaching.
.

, .
..

. .

.pattern that predicts that dull children learn more from being fouped

together. The increased variance effect can be e 'silted both b;"direct
. ,

\
and indirect effects of grouping. Ilie latter foe sea on the impact of .

grouping on student attitudes and Ispirati a, and on the resulting

differences in social environments; these Mechanisms *are described

:

The expleneti6na in terms of direct effects of grouping on instruction can

.

fOcus.either on thesignIlliing effect of grouping, or on the effect of

differential allocation bf instructionl resources. .

:f"%

The signalling, effect of grouping Ould produce an'increemed

variance in achievement if teacher expectations about students influence

the achievement of those students. Placement in low ability groups

.

signals that the student is du and placement in high ability groups that

, / .

. .

the student is bright..yurthermore,,if teachers thefrielvei are responsible
...

. -
for assignments, they may be concerned about validating"their assignments,

-espeebitly in within classroom groupings. The search for an effecg'of

signals produced by grouping on learning is the topic of Rosenthal's and

Jackson's research (1968). Their results regarding.tile effect of teacher

expectation on learning has not bereplicates1 and support may still.

be missing.

E
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Differential allocation of instructional resources can also predict
)

a pattern of increased inequality as a result of grouping. It seems

safe to assume that teaching bright children universally ccmmands higher

prestige than teaching less bright children. Hence, high ability groups

should get gore competent teachers than low ability groups, whereas

competence presumably is randpuWallocated in nongrouped systems.

ere is aupport fOr elite mechanism, with respect to'the allocation of.
*/

achers and other resources, from research done ii*tish schools

(Baker Lunn, 1970; Jackson, 1964), and from the U.S. with respect to the

alloCation of counselling,(Heyns, 1974)1

It should be stressed that the pattern of increased variance is not

a robust.resul it needs further validation. The one robust result

is the absence of consistent 'main effects of ability grouping on

academic achievement. Much of pttential relevance has been left

uncontrolled in existing research. One largely ignored variable that

would seem to be important is teacher behavior in different instructional

settings. Baker Lunn (1970' conaideredithia-variable and found that

one reason for the absence of consistent main effecta is that teadhin

in ungroiped clasarooms is a more difficult endeavor than teaching'in

grouped systems.' The grouped or stresised schools can tolerate ; greate

.diversity in both teaching ,methods and 'teacher behavior. In newly
.

,

unstreamed schools many teachers proce without changing their methods sil ,p

to accommodate the grea diversity of tudents, and in fact often.

defeSt the objectives of nonstreaming by1 introducing ability groups
*. n .

within the Classroom by seating arrangemnts.

rot
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Both the signalling function of groupings to students and the passible

differences created in social environments can account for the effects

of groupings in regard to student Ootaation and attitudes displayed

toward learning. Research on the iffe of ability groupings on self
u *

image and attitudes .toward schools again reports inconsistent effects.

Goldberg, Passow, and Justman (1966) found an overrall positive effect of

grouping on self- esteem in a large-Scale experiment. The resesrch on

streaming in British primary schools, on the other hand, consistently

finds a differential effect on self-image that follows the pattern of

- effects on achievement. Students assigned to low ability groups suffer

a deterioration of attitudes, toward themselves and schools, while those*

assigned to high ability groups suffer no such consequences. This pattern

of effect on attitudes could then explain the effects on achievement,

while the overall positive effect reported
0
by Goldberg, Passow, and

Jutitman could not.,

Several pechaRisms could, account for the relation' between snipping
.4,

,.

and attitudes. One mechanism Is the signal to individual students' about

I
,.

,
A. ,

.

their own competencies and:iutures that is produced by the ability

grouping. The importance ok this mechanism depends on the, visibility

of-f.he grouping and its saliemcefor'Sducaiional opportunities. A
. n . .1.-..1 .

second mechanism is-thevciai entirirOnments created by grouping. If

it is assumed, that attitudes and ability ire correlated, peer

clasaolas WO reinforce this correlation and produce

groups

an effect

of grouping. In particular, peer groups mai,reinforce the effect of

tt,le signal from, the grouping itself. The importance of this second

46
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If

mechanism depends on the scope of the grouping that determines how important

within classroom social influences 1111 be. These two mechanisms will

predict theowle pattern of effects Of grouping on-attitudes.

A third possible mechanism would lead to a different prediction.

This mechanism predicts effects of groupinglrn attitudes because of

within group differentiation. The argpment.is that attitudes are dependent

ion inachievement relative to the achievement of others n the same group,

and that grouping will create a "frog pond" effect. This produces more

students of low ability with high selfesteem in grouped systems. The

overall effect could then well be a positive mean difference in attitudes

among grouped and nongrouped,systems. This mechanism again /mutes high

scope, but in"contr(st"to the first mechanism, the signalling effeCt of

grouping would be weak.-

The British results are consistent with the first two mechanisms,

the U.S. results with a third. Groupings'in Britisht school's are of high

scope and salience for educatiofial opportunities beca e of the 11
+

exam.

The results of Goldberg, Passow, and Dustman were obtained from an

experiment where the implications .of grouping for future careers. would

appear to have been unclear to students. Hence the signalling effect

was weak.

t.

Characteristics of assignments to instruction groups may be

hypothesized to have otjer effects. it can be argued that eleCtive

assigmMents should increase feelings of control over the environment,

a variable that has been found to correlate highly w ,ademic,

achievement. However,, electivity is, as mentioned, rarely complete, and

ft

even when it appears to 'be may be constrained by counselors concerned

about matching the right'number of students to the given sizes of groups.
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..NN

. Some atudent choice may, as mentibned above, result in better matches of
,../

4' )'

.;',---- curricula to student interests and abilities, and therefore iderfase

satisfaction and learning. Evidence oh such outcomes of groupings is

lacking.

Concluaion

The'main arguable hypothesieconCerning the effect of ability grouping

y on learning and other outcomes is that such grouping increases the variance

of outcomes over what it would have been had there been random assign.:

ment to, groups. This hypothesis may lack firm,support, but methodological

problems-to be discussed later` -may be held responsible for some of the

inconclusiveness of research.

It is important to keep in mind that the effects of organizational

differentiation looked for here are pUre effects of ability grouping

with a given curriculum. Even if

11!

uch effects are absent, the organize -
.

tional differentiation of students has a profound effect oh learning

.by defining's' structure of educational syStems where students'are

A
._ allocated to different comer trajectories, exposing thee different

.1.

curricula and other determinants of t*eir opportunities for learning.

These intended effects on learning and otherioutcomes are usually not

referred to as effects of the organizational differentiation of students.

The Underlying assumption seems to be that the only grouping choice op

to schools is whether to group according to ability or not. This is

dvidedtly not true and the isolated focus on ability grouping therefore.

may mislead. The ogenizational differentiation of students. goveins

how much and what students are taught. Unless students do not.learn

anything or unless there is completely individualizes instruction,
. ,

48
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the organizational differentiation of students creates most of.the
. . .

learning differences produced in the'eautational process,.

The importance of career trajectories for learning outcomes means

that an increased variance effect of ability grouping his more
.
important

implications than the significance levels indicate. "The importance of

the effect should be evaluated in the context' of the career trajectories

defined by the organizational differentiation. Differenti/al learning '

---_____ ....................... by early assignments will be important,for later assignments,
.....

which

.

will'usuallyresult'in exposure.to different curricula. The (perhaps)

initially modest differential advetage conferred by early assignments

will therefore be magnified as students move through the educational

system.

5. ORGAT;ATDINAL DIFFERENTIATION AND EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY

The organizational differentiations ofstudents defines an opportUkity
-. .

structure,that,.as shownabove, can be represented h: the aggregate flows
. .

, ,. ,

of students in .an educational system. The careers of individuaj. students
- .

_ .

in the career trajectories defined by the organizational differentiation

depend gn characteristics of those siudeniC These Characteristics

influence the aeWig nmenti.to instructional groups because they influence
.

student choices and/or determine a student's position on an assignment

criterion. Students. enter schools with unequal values on.the:i/ariables

relevant for 'their ability to utilize the opportunities defined by

organizational clifferentiition. The concept of equality of opfortunipy

refers to how '811,,or mime, of'the charac teristics of students present
.

.
. -- ..

beforeN entering schools influence. final outcomes-.

49
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concepts of Eqvlity of Opportunity

ag

There are at least two different interpretations of tile concept of.

$ . .
equality of educational opportunity. The first would be a translation

p -...
.. .

of the genital cultural notion of equality=of opportunity

educational.00ntext. This notion is that everyone has equal Chapces,

at the outset and can make inaependent individual choicei that may

resultrin unequal outcomes. In tie educational context this meant that .

differences ip individual trans on probab ilities do not depend on

preexisting differences, including differences in ability, and, that all
..

0

differences produced by a system of education depend on indbildual choices
4 '!' .. '. * .

till completely elective assignments..

This concept of equality of Oppoitunity IP not very feasible

..,- .

in the educational context, though'it is cleat th tthe Aiericaneyetem of
,---,:.

. . ,

education is an attempt impIimedelt.: For' this concikkt to be
%

. . , .ft. .

realized, student choice should not bi* eilteclbir parents, since

.
.4

preexisting differenceS would thenpreleVant; preexisting differences
.

.
. .

. .

. A.

in abilitt, should not be relevant for4learifingve, Flirt r, the miry-
. .

. . c .. ......i :i- 4

nature of assigning a given.number.of studOlta,to,a. ven numbir-of slots
4

in instructional groups implies as argued gove,'. studhnt choices

..
become interdependent. Hence no Qne,can be

,
n`qttgete ccoltro1 of

,
.. ,

.
-. 9 e

'his/her own destiny in a bureaucratic educationapitysiew The outcome
1,It .

/

."- -.
. . .

, of choices depends on the choices Of others% ,1' :-

i aelb-
The second concept of equality of educationalliPportunity tan be.

. .. 4
, ..

4 '

-referted.to as the meritocratic concept. leis the
o

Concept usually

implied in research on equality"of education 3. opportunity and, states

that equality of opportunity prevails only wbep ability differences make
;

;
.

- e
. ., . 0 .

o

S0
o
'4
O

a

. .

."
Efr
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a difference in educational outcomes. This concept is only consistent.

wl.:0 the equal chance concept if all ability differences are produced

f.
by the educational ayitem, which is usuAlly not assumed. Rather

preexisting differences in ability are allowed, but these differences
N,4

are. the only ones allowed for. All other differences in educational

careers caused by sex, race, or social origin reduce equality or

opporiunity4 The:teritocratic concept of equtiity of opporitnity allows
o

for nonelective adaignents, permitted as long:as outcomes only depend

on ability.
It

Origin and preexisting differences in ability ate correlated for

genetic and environmental reasons. This Means that meritocratic,equality

of opportunity can never remove the association betWeen.social.origina

and educational outcomes unle)s preexisting ability -differences are

compensated-ior and that would not be maritocmaic--Or equality-of

outcomes are identical for all. The latter'points.to2an empirically

important mechanism for change in the association between origins and

educational outcomes: Changes in the distribution of "education can in

fact account for most of the recent. changes, toward increased equality

of opportunity (Boudon, 1914).

Meritocratic equality.of opportunity is in general believed to be

a feasible concept;that ilechools should be able to reduce the dependency
o

of outcomes on origins'and other ascriptive characteristics. The.

organizational differentiation of students is often argued to be' an

Importhnt instrument gob4his purpose.
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The Effect of Organizational Differentiation on Equality of Opportunity

Organiza tion11 al differentiation can affect equality of opportunity in

two ways: (1) by creating more even distribution of education, and (2j

by establishing assignments and grouping systems that reduce the dependency

of outcomes on origins for given ability.

The fiist use of the organizational di erentiltion to create more

equa lity of opportunity has been an important argument for introducing
r.

comprehensive secondary schooling as an alternative to the Europlan

system of tilartite secondary education. The desired_gteatee equality

r
of.opporlunity,in.comprehenslve systems isobtained foremost simply by
OP

creating aMiSie inclusive system at this level of education. The use

of assignment criteria associated with comprehensive educationha;been

argued to be important too. Comprehensive systems mean later assignments

and usually also lective assignments. Both have been argueio lie

important for the association.petween origins and educational,outcomqs.

That later assignments to vertically differentiated groups reduce

41 .the relation between originn and outcomes can be seen easily. A vertical

differentiation usually means different opportunities for learning.

As ume students in eachlme period learn a ifractioverhe mlerials

t1)11ey are exposed to whete this fraction Is determined.by heir ability.

Students of equal,Ability will then learn le'
- 1

s when exposed to fewer
. . .. .

opportunities for learning than when exposed to more Opportunities.
.

/1 The'more _time spent in instructional groups pith unequal opportunities

for learnin g, the farger the difference. As long as ability is cOrrelatl
.., .. 4

with origins this will increase the correlation between origins and
--

academic achievement and presumably other outcomes also. In adAtioepc

5.
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A

themechanisuivill increase the association between ability and outcomeb

so increased meritocritic equality of opportunity is not guaranteed

by late assignments to groups of different educational rank. However, if °

0
there are independent effects of origin on assignments, the meohanism,

should result in greater inequality of opportunity with e*ly :Assignments,

other things equal.. Other things are, hoverer,

are elective, since elective assignments do-not

dependence of educational outcomes on origins,

*r

not equal if later assignments

reduce, the

as .argue below.

The research on the impact of tbe'essignment procedure of equality

of-opportunity has usually accepted the meritocratie.conception and

focussed on the possible independent effect of origlip,on assignant,
- .

controlling for a measure .oE ability. The main resule-isthat there is
d-.

.

ft

such an association and that the independent effeot-otorigiq is positive
et.

so that assignments increase the association between origins and. outcomes

over and above what can be accounted for by the association between. ability

#
and origins. Numerous studies from British pr ry schools repoit an

1-

independent effect of origins on nonelective a Agnments (Baker Pinn4.1970; "
-

'Dodglas, 1964; Jackdon, 1964; and others), n the U.S., a number of
. ,.... ' -

:researchers (Ale:lander and No ill, -1926; Hauser, .Sewell, and Alvin, 1976;
,--- .

. -..
.

Rosen um, 1976i-Schafet-and-Oigia. 1971) belie hmsid tlie effect inV'
.

_ _.

colerdiiion.with.semi-eleeti!eessignments in high school. The magnitude'
....

...:

of the effect depends on the nethOdology--Rosenbaum Presents a much'
,, , _

. .

more striking effect from
_

his ease study. then d o*those using surveys.

T4re ardt.also exceptions: Heyns.(1974) reports \lo social class bled

-'in assignment to college track, tillin g survey aata,,regression

.

And quite

;:. siftifit models: The likely reason for;the discrepancy is th t;:ker

53 1



antecedent measure of.ability.mAght asweli be seen as an outcome variable:

It ia verbal achievement measured after the assignment. 4

The actua'. assignment criteria used afiduld inflUence the extent of

the origin bias. I #is well established that the more derpdent a measure

,of ability ia on nontognitive traits, the more highly it will correlate.;

e
with family background (Wilcox, 1961; Husen, 1967). .Teachers ma% be

justified in using a measure of"learning capacity that is reasonably

reflective of student efforts and aspirations. The consequence m y be

a high independent effect of origin.

\ .

Ii Is sometimes implied that the way-to get rid of an origin bias-%

in assignments would be to introduce Otely elective assignments. While

this maybe true abatragtly, it irnOt likely. that elective assignments

would actually increase meritocratic equality ooiportunity, unless the

association between aspirations ,and origins controlli4 for'ability is

.

smaller than the association between an assignment"of al& and origin

controlling for ability: Not likely to be the c eif the comparison is
.

made to assignment criteria that are measures ofaptitudes or intelligenc!1

*ertical,differentiktion is salient for everyone, but moat salient for
-

persons from favorable sociallorigina, since their abi).ity to 0 lease;"
o-- .0

obtain the same position'in society as their parents is crucially dependent

MI their educaitonal attainment. Consistent with this, fluse.n reports (101)

that controlling for ability and academic achievement, students from
. ,

. ,

favorable. origins are lees likely to seek admission to high ability dtreeme

., than are students from more favorable backgrounds.

Nonelective essigement to )ability groups may in fact reduce the

'qssociatiOn betvieen origin and aspirations for able etude:ifs r whet
.

,it.wovi.d be with-uo assignments. Such a pattern is reporie by Baker Lunn

A

54°
4

A ,
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(1970). Parents of.lover class students assigned to high ability streams

have signifiCantly higher aspirations for their children than similar

parents have.for their childien of equal ability in nonstreamed schools.

Nonelective assignments can evidentlylact ai a positive signal, to parents

about their

Origin.

children's comptienoies--and possible futures.

bias in assignments should increase the association between

origins and outcomes because of differential opportunities for learniNF

and because of peer groupreinforcement of origin related attitudes and'

beliefs. The latter is the commonly used argument for racial anegoCial

class integration. However, it is possible to argue for mechanisms that

would have the oppbolteeffects. One such mechanism is the frog pond

effect.that might reduce the self - esteem of lower-class children when

they are integrated wik0 students from more favorable socialorigins. It

is however, unclear whether self-esteem is a crucial variable for other

outcomes. Another mechanism reflects the competition for a fixed number

t

of places, say in
4

a college track. Despite possib positive effects

on peer groupsyfien a student from unfavorable origins'is exposed to

favorer! students, it is rank that counti and not 'absolute level; of

achievement. The conceivable disadvantage is reltforced if students

react to -such competitionby establishIng,norms of minimizing effort,

as suggested above.

Conclusion

The research addressing the_effect of organizational differentiation

Of Opportunity. bas focussed mainly on whether or not there is an independent

- .

# effect of origin on assignments to.instructional groups omntrolling for.
variables such as ability and past achievements that reflact.themeritOft

. .

.cratic nature of ibsignmets. Most research reports that there 4 an

a 55
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independent effect of origins on the ma3ority of assignments to instructional

.
:. . .

groups of unequal educational. ranks. Hence the assignment yrpcedurd(
-,

- .. .1:
. .

associated with a system of organizational differentiation may. increase

the amount of inequality of opportunity created'in an educational system.

its. with the Affects of ability grouping on learning, it is important to

keep in mind that what is being studied are specific assignments-to groups,

not the overall impact of the organizational differentiation on equal ty. of

opportunity. The career.tiOectories defined by a system of Organizational

..
differentiation lead to unequal educahonal.attainAents. The degree of

inequality of attainme* will deterMine the.degree of inequality of

opportunity as ling as individual flows of students are correlated with

origins. This means that the organizational differeiitiatioh of students

has a profound importance for inequality ,O.f oppoituniti tvet if there are

no independent effects of originsthat is., if all effects of origins are

-
mediated by Aritocratic Variables. Consequentlt, the, restructuring

of career trajectories in educational systems marhave a. much more

profound imphit on equality of opportunity than elimination of origin

,,bias in assignments. This calla for research on these trajectories through

.stsepenal 0..1a of flows of students in an educational system.
.

1!05,41
411°'

METRODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

Rese-ardh on the organizational.differentiation of students has

used'one of three designs; cl) experimental or quasi-experimental design;

(2) surveys; (3)"intensive case studies. The experimental designis fount

in numerous American studies of ability grouping; a particular:1y noteworthy

example 1.8the large agale experiment in New York State conducted by

Goldberg, Passow, and Justman (1966). Moat studies using the extlerimental
'

. k

.
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%design are, however, small-scale. Surveys using testing and/or questi,
and/Or school records have been ;ieii.40 on in inestigations of streaming

in Britiip.primary schools (e.g.1-taketriiinn, 1970; Douglas, 1964); in

studies of tracking (.g., AleXander-and McDill, 1976; Reyna., 1974; Jencfcs

and Brown, 1975; Schafer end Olexa, 1971); and in some fivestigationsof

Tres ,

.
. .

ability grouping (Borg, 1964). 'Intehsive Case giddies are lessfrequent,'
q

but Holliniaheadts pioneering study (l949 is qne. Baker Lunn and Lek spit

4

(1964) combine surveys-ath intensive case studio, and Rosen .(1976)

studies tracking,in-a single high school.
Ilk

%. \
-,

4xperiments are som etime presented as the ultimatl. conveyors of
. .

truth. HoMver, the truth about .ability grouping is eviden y difficult

and
. .

to convey using ,an exPerimintal design. 'Numerous variabl

mechanisms operate when children, are grouped according to ility,
. ,

this paper has tried to i ndicare. If the Meehaniems and variables
)

,

that would produce outcomes were wel pacified., experiments would be a

useful design. But when ,grouped and uugrouped systems are contrasted,

_mechanisms are not well specified; rather, expe riments become black

boxes, where anr.nvoiber'df things could produce obierved%effects. Experi-1
meats focus on*Chenge,and this is a valuable, in. fact usually necessary,

concern.when analyzing sChonl,processes. But the field experimentat
... ., ..

. .

, .

have been carried out'on

long

ability

lanietvimpaceb,ire missed.
I

.grouping are usually short term, and

I
The survey design,Mekke it possible to focus yon a larger number of

variables and,moy permit,the analysis of the poapple complex mechanisms
. ..

that couldould be involved in organizational,differentiation ofetudeLtpe .Much
. %

.-'.. 4,..
.-,

, . .
. . .

survey research is cross-sectional, so inferences on changes: produced by

.

,

f

t
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1.

-
organizational differentiation must be made comparing different respOndebts

-Autd making assumptions about the temporal order of variables.. Noteworthy
..fk

exceptions are the longitudinal studies'on streaming from Britain (Baker

Lunn, 1970;.Douglas, 1964). Jencks and Brown (1975)_end Alexander, Cooke

anA140ill (1477) KM also using longitudinal data in their analysis Of.

high sAbol effects, though' Jencks and Brown do not facie much attention,.

on theimpact of groupinis.

Early survey research has primarily used cross-classifidlition and

percentaging. This may not be an efficient use of information,,though

it can be informative. Recent research has adopted .regression techniques,

often.in combination with structuiel equation models. _Mudh of the dis-

cussion that follOWS is directed at this methodology.

Because of the continuing pepulirity of the survey design--in contrast'

41r

to the evidently,declining popullrity of .the experimental "design-»mbst

attention is

the Analysis

iocuesedbithe methodological prob144 this design posts' in

of the organizationar differentiation of students* Particular

attention is focussed on the use of. structural equation models with

obtained from surveys.
,

'Ihe intensive case study (e.g., Jackson, 1964; Rosenblum, 1976) has

*

A

-merit. It enables informative in-depth study of the, various proceasestitha

:go on;in.schools,

not though of or

logoopsdrawback

And it can-prow:Pie

not-revealed because
. , ;

is generalizahilitY,

a rich descriRtibm of mechanisms

-in,relation to grbuilng

where a given nuMber of
...

of complexity in'surveys: The__

and this is particulaily'serious

practices, Since gasuping is a matching process

students. will be allocated ib predeteimined

number, o, places, different matchings will occur in schools that differ._
. ,. 1.

,)4.
I4 ,

aw
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f.

in student bOdy compositionand gioupiig ayatems. Hence much may be made

0 .1
..of at local phenomenOn tha will not appear An other locales.

0

S
N4-01.

conceptualiaationof the organisational differentiation of

students presentellin this paper has a' number of methodological implications.

I discuss some of these here, focussiig on some particularly salient

features:.

The Effect of Organis

.

1 Differentiation is Over Time
4

I

The structure of opportunities created by the organiztional diffaien-

etiation of students is a structure in the time domain. The outcome of
A

groupings on.learnimg and attitudes are changes in achievements and '

-

attitudes over time. MOM studies nevertheless focus maths level of

. achievement at a point in time when analysing learning outcomes, and on

the proportion in giyen instructional groups ald not oft flowswhen7analysing

the causes Ana consequences of assignmdits to groups. This will, in tk

general, not produce thd sam e inferences as when change is analyzed directly.

Iho formal argument is developed here for analysis of learning. It applies

equally well to the'analis of flows. .
_

,

.

.

. 1 1,
.

Ii
.

earning...Ii was mentioned above that learning
.

can be conceived ores

vaulting from the interaction of the ability and' effort of'studenta.on thd
..

. . .

one habd,)and theoppOrtunities ior learning presented to students on the

other ehand. A simple model for learning,vreiying on this notion, can h
..,

used. to illustrate the different implications oPstudying change rather
(' At

.than the' observed level. of achievement. et y(t) denote the level of
. _ \

.....- .

,

aciwievement.atapoint a. time; si the ability and effort of a student,

...,

i.e., hip/her-intellectual resources; )Uthi.the amount of material from a
- ....

.1/
.

.
.

-,

. ... '

given curriculuma group a) students have been exposed to by time t.
-, .. ..

,

, . .

'Mame th)ktWill deter4ne what fraction of the new material a. student

.1.

J
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will learn in a small' interval of time. This implies

0

dyi(t) = i.

dy(t)

*..

(1)

Let the total amount of material` presented in a period be v*, and

assume thatdv(t) declines as a coiatia fraction of.(y* - i.e.

in the beginning most material presented in the classroom_is new, but

as time goes by, less and leis material will be new material. Then

it can be shck(Sirensen and Hallinan, 1977) that (1) can be written as .

dyi(t) = (2)
4

dt.

where b = - is `a measure of the opportunities for learning a student

J

is exposed to. The solution to (2) is

b t 81 btyid)` = yi(0)e + to-(e - 1).

dID
The ability and effort of students can be written as a linear function

.
. -

. .

of characteristics of students, i.e., si = oio +iC
-

3
ijxij, where xii is

,
. .

the value on variable -j for student i. The` x
i
variables would be, measures

(3)

Of a student'i background, ability, and attitudes.' Inserting this exprespion

into (3) will prodUce-a linear lagged equation that may be estima d and

from -which the pirdmeters b and. c4 that govern the process can b retrieved.
4

.1,

As t 4 .s:0,i-equation (3) (wit h the agOcifiEation of si) reduces to
.0 s'

4.

Eax
j-

(4)

j.

, ; t .. .

,

This equ

.

ilibribm solution will only obtain if b. 0, but this is

/
rewired by the definition of-b as opportunities' for learning.' Equation (I)

..

is. identical to the.linisr algebraic' equation estimated V much recent - '

research 'on schooling processes of the form.'y. = d0 +, E djx with

.
.

. ' i J,

dj = $1/b. This derivation has a number of implications.
i .

AO.
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'1. Variables that' affect opportunit for learning affect b, and

1.
. . - '

-their influence_is not captured by the ficients to the x variables

ek_c

that measure.abi1ity -aad4efort. - means at attempts to measure effects

of grouping believed to be brought about by the creation of different

opportunities for leariting cannot, be ascertaiped by introducing grouping

$es an independent variable alongside measures of student characteristica

relevant for their ability and efort. Rather, estimates of b foteach

group shohld be obtained.

student's'
,

, . .

inteilectual resources ean:only be - separated by studying-eh e. The 4

...

cross-isectional analysis will confound b and the cr parameters.

3. Equation (4) only holds.when.the process bas'reachedan.
That equilbrium is obtained is not a reasonable assumption to make siodi

learning processes in icfiools. failure df the assumptionmeans that

estimated coefficients to independent*variables in equatiop () will

be functions oftime.

Since achievement differences are duck an important concern and since

groupings should affect opportunities for .learning ., change studies are
a A

needed. Such studieshave Indeed been dor (e.g., Jeneke and Brown, 1975).
$ 4%,

But it is also necessary 66100,..hz;ftie to find the quantities that

,.govern change, and nit merely apply the cross- sectional apparatus on

change data. ..,

a

-Flows-. The same Argument can be .applied to analfels of flows, Iltich should

)

.

be but are not, an imiortant cancern,inanalysis oethnOpportunity structure
4

created by the organizational differeptiation of students. 'When grouping,

,
particularly tracking, is studied 'it is common to Use a dichotomous

Variable (coleger versus noncollege track). This vaniable corresponds
.

.

/'.**

4.)
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to the y(t) variable above: The qUantities that govern change in this

valfable are transition probabilities. Just as dy(t) /dt is the Proper
ir

kopcern in models& learning; the transition -probabilities, not the

proportions in groups that they determine; are the quanettee that should

be focused on in modeling and-estimakion of flows.

Jr

Grouping May Result in Diffefent Educational Environments.

. It has bleu recognized that, since schools may present different

educatiOnal environments, it is proper to analyze hooling processes using

au analysis of covariance design. This is done by subtracting indiyidual

values of variables from school means after first testing for betWeen school

interactions. The technique (pioneereeby Hauser) is employed by

-most recent studils that include attention to 'grouping variables

'(Alexander and 1976; Hauser; Sewell, and Alwin, 1976; Heyns, 1974;

Jelpks and Brown, 1975). In only one instatce has s study (Jencks and

Brown) considered the possibility that grouping might also represent

'
different educational environments, and that within group (track) analysis'

ought to be peiformed; but an tralysis.is not carried out. It is argued

that the effect Of grouping relative to the effect of other variables is

modest. This is not a strong arguement against such snilysis. The possible

role of grouping in creating differential opportunities for learning cannot

be assessed in their analysis.. Further, theirjmeastire of the relative

effect of a.dichotomous variable is difficult to interpret, as I

-argue below... .

Whether grouping crates differential environments fOr learning should

be assessed by estimating models such as equation (3), with the decomposition

of si for each group. Jencks and Biown (1975), and Alexander, Cook, and
- . . .

Natal (1977) inflict use a lagged equation, but on the pooled data and

1 62
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, without an interpretation fparameters in terms of /the mechanisms that

produce.qutcomes. They use ouping- ask an independent variable alongside
a .

measures of acKevements and other student characteristics. This means,

in the framework proposed here, that grouping is considered a variable
. ...

.

measuring an inteliectiud resources of students. This seems an inadequate

cpnceptualixation, since whatever the grouping has done to students with

respect to learning is already captured by other veriableein the iodels

.,

used by these researchers.

-Wheder groupings create different educational environments is an .

-empirical question-, The extent to which such environments are created

can be analyzed using covariance techniques with lagged equations, but

not be introducing grouping as a singledichotonbus variabla in a model

applied to data pooled over a whole school. The various mechanisms proposed

in section 4 could then be,tested by relating the existences of different

learning environments to the scope of groupings and the ashignmeit

criterion used.
Ise

_

41.
Grouping is a Categorical Variable

All research using ssion methode on the consequtnceg and causes

of indiv idual assignments to tracks has used a dichotomous variable to

s

represent grouping in tracks. This veriabte is then entered alongside
.

r

cOntinuous variables as an independent .variable in analyses of the
,

consequences.of grouping, and is used as an endogenous variable in analyses

of the assignments to tracks and the role of tracking as in intervening
,

. .

variable in'educationalattainient piocesaes. The categorical nature of.

the variable of interest creates a number of problems in this methbdology.

. 1 ,

M
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When used as a dependent variable in sliMear.model, it-is well known

that a dichotomous variable is at best inefficient and likely also results

in a misePecified models This follows froi the fact that the variable

represents a probability, which is constrained to yaxy between zero and

.

...

ode, and have a. variance that depends on the p(i-pl. Standard'

,. .
.

methods, in the form of probit and logit models, lie available to overcome.,

*se problems; wit they have never been employed in research on grouOing

The inefficiency of the linear probability iode I Means that the

. !
absence of a igniiicant effect on the assignment t000ups should be' 1

.
. . I

interpreted with caution. The inefficiency apthe likely Its-
. .- : '.

.'

specification means that comparisons of-it
2
's in'linear'probability'

.

models to R
2
's for other dependent variables are fairly meaningless.

. ..
,,.

Further, when using simelataneous equation system (e.i.;'path models)
,...../ .

with an interest in specifying the dirat and indireCt effect of variables,
_ .

. . . ,

,the use of college track as a mediating variable ii likelSr to result in"
0

. . _. 6 . I f

. an.underevaluation,Of its importance, sinCenotmch variance can be
.,.. ..

. .
N

$

accounted for' in a dichotomous variable. ,. ,

The use of college track as a:dichotomout independent vaiiable7,
_ ..

. .

might bewithotit problems in this, context, except foil-die-nearly universal'
.,..,

la:lie of standardized measures, of effect.= A standardized effect is en effect
.., » -

% . i
measured relative to the variance in the independent variable focussed .-

.

.
. N. , .

-

upon. the standardized effect of 4110 k or(' somethiMg eleawill
. . .1

therefore have aiminimum when half tbatadents go cotrege track and
r

.

1 :T.*,.i. ,

a maxlmum4when nearly eyeryone'ar, iiaArly-Tio one goes, other things
I:

-..i.: equal.' Thid does _not seem to mafs04A7,fecenvw des on thi importance of
.?-

. college rack-based On the standardized coefficient vertieaninpul.'
N . ,

64
. . .
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Grouping Results -in interdeyendent Outcomes
J

It has been pointed out repeatedly in this'pape that one of the post

salient features of organiFational differentiation-is that it results in

matchine'pr?cesses where students will get access to groups only when

there is room. As a result, the'probability,that a1 student will be
1

assigned to an instructional group will depend not, Lvop..his/her own

characteriAics but on the distribution 4trelevan characteristics in
t!*

the student body being. assigned. This resat.) in interdependent.outcomes

it can be added that learning in grasps should always result in some

.1nterdependence, since everyone,in_an instructional group is exposed to the

same teacher.

The interdependencecof outcomeshAs (1) statiptical,M.modeling; and
....

(3) measurement implications. The statistical implications.ate that

observations on individual students in grouped systemEgyill not be statia-

tically lidependent: Errors will be cOrrelated across studei*Iond
.

standard errors will in general be underestimated. This. affects all

schoOl research. Stgdard methods do nOl-ieem to be available to overcome

the problem. Their develoiment should be of interest tp,those
rA

groupings* in schools.

The modeling implications are serious. ,The flow matrices and the

interpretation of them suss in this paper as of sorbing Harkey Chains

may be, appropriate as.descriptive devices and as a franiework for conceptUalizing

opportunity structures. However, the interdependency of

iidual flows meOna that the Markgy model is Irobably not

researching

4.

4

. -

for predi tioneven if individual variations in transition probabilities

outcomes and Indi-

a realistic model .

are accounted for. The problem is not peculisir to-t4is application; it
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occurs n the analysis of all mobility and matching processes. One
N.

solut1en to the problem the analysis of mobility is to focus on

the. flaw: cies rather than of Persons (White, 1970). This

e implemented in the analysis of educational flows

ng on what Stone (1975) calls admission probabilities.,

sion probabilities track flowbackward in a syste; fiom.given

4m6pOiats. The problem is that the concept of vacancies .is somewhat

nebulous in educational systems, since gropping boundarie may be

more flixible than job positions in organizations with a predetermined

job structure. \..
.

The measurement'impli"Cations have to do with _the fact that rankings,

-
.

. not absolu te values of relevani variable s, determine matchings to instruc

°
.

tional groups.: 'A student's chancefor getting access depends on the
.

...' . .. r
, number of groups, their size, and the composition of the student body,
. . a

as,these quantities determine the rank order of students for assignments.

This is not well reflected in the research. on organizational differentiatiOn

ere the independent variables employed'are usually used with identical

trios across schools.

..., e

I. CP16,1/$1.0 .--
..

. .1 . .:
* ' N N

: : , .
. *4

Ilifi paper has -. outlined .a number of mechanisms by which the

.

sorgsnizational differentiation of students may affect.student outcomes.
*.

Organizational differenti Lill creates, career trajectories in an educational

system; and.thun structure educational, opportunities. It may create

different learning,and social environments relevant for academic achievement
. ,

.,.. ,

. .and socialization.#/t,presents a set of sigdals about the competencies , r
.

.
1114 .

C

sud likely.futures of students relevant for the decision making oLteacers,

. 'patents, aid the students themselves.
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\If one single conclusion can be drama from this paps , it is that

establishing relevance of orgahizational diffSrentAaton is a matte]the

of identifying the mechanisms that could account for observable outcomes.

The simple question of whether grOuping makes a difference, is not a very

useful research question. It leads to black box research that is not

suitable here since several mechanisms are likely to be operating

simultaneously'in'any given grouping system. Research should instead

focus on these mechanisms direc'tly, and identify the relevant

-dimensions of groupings.

: The recent research on organizational differentiation of students

using structural equatiOn models (Alexander and MOM, 1976; Alexander,

COOk,and Maill,1977; Seyns1974) is a considerable advance over

earlier research because it specifies causal models that mirror the

complex= interrelationship among a large number of variables. However;

.this.advance only gets the topic part of the wax out of the black box.

The organizational differentiation of students is not just another

variable to be added to measures of ability, family. background, race,.
.

,

iand sex. The grbupings of students' result n/complex processes that

..
,

.09
.

are not always captured by fdcussigg.on the relative effect of track

. membership, as .the methodological section'has tried to show.

e main proposal of the.present paper is to recognize in future

10t.

ch that the organizational differmtiation of
.

students defines.rese

a structure of flows in an educational system. Most existing

'.
has focussed'On the causes and consequendes of single assignments to,

' for example, college tracks or AdlitTgroupe, neg lecting that such

assignments are patt of sequences.of assignmentd that produce educ#ional

attfinments. Small4itial effects are therefore cumulated and translated

into unequal e ducational outcomese The prockees that &Vein tyre !lows

.111.111
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in educational systems iota far broader researc1 topic that the isolated

1 0 u

concerns for the existence of an origin bias in assignments, of a learning
a

.
effect of ability groupings.
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lit should be noted,.that iiithin'classroom groupings may have major

significance for educational opportunities because they occur early in

the educational process. Within classroom ability grodpingis the major

form for nonrandom' grouping in primary grades in tie,..11.9-._

4

- 2Alternatively, one may justify. the use of grades as units by assuming

random assignment 'to classrooms within'grades.
- .

3
This and other concepts used to characterize systems of organizational r...

differentiatiott are alio discussed in Soirensen (1980).

1:The
resulting equation can be written as '42

*
C + bey

*
(0) + t c1X1,

. o

and estimated using least squares techniques. The b and c
1
'Parameters

. . ..,.
.

*.., .

* b t * .-
, may'be obtained, solving the equations b e . and c

5
is c

I
/b(ebt 1.),

*
from estimates of. b*atiethe c 90. t.
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